Crawling systems available on the market are usually closed solutions dedicated to performing a particular kind of task. There is a meaningful group of users, however, which require an all-in-one studio, not only for executing and running Internet robots, but also for (graphical) (re)defining and (re)composing crawlers according to dynamically changing requirements and use-cases. The Cassiopeia framework addresses the above idea. The crucial aspect regarding its efficiency and scalability is concurrency model applied. One of the promising models is staged event-driven architecture providing some useful benefits, such as splitting an application into separate stages connected by events' queueswhich is interesting, taking into account Cassiopeia's assumptions regarding crawler (re)composition. The goal of this paper is to present the idea and PoC implementation of the Cassiopeia framework, with special attention paid to its crucial architectural element; i.e., design, implementation, and application of staged event-driven architecture.
Introduction
Nowadays, Internet robots, crawlers, or spiders are probably the most popular and the most-frequently developed computer programs and systems worldwide. It is enough to mention that, according to the www.user-agents.org service, there were 2461 agents classified as robots, crawlers, or spiders introducing themselves with their own user agent in 2010.
Simultaneously, although there are so many implementations, it would be really difficult to point out the best one, since assessment of: provided functionality, architecture, efficiency, effectiveness (i.e., -the quality-) depends on a particular use case and requirements.
One may ask, however, if it is possible to develop yet another Internet robot which provides a (closed) set of available functionalities and realizes its tasks in a fixed, predefined way, but rather a framework for defining and composing robots from provided building blocks -i.e., small (pieces of) functionalities -and next, setting their parameters up and just running on provided, efficient and scalable runtime environment. Additionally, such a framework should enable providing new building blocks and use them to (re)define and to adjust (also in the runtime) crawlers and robots to varying and dynamic situations and requirements. Equally important are the tracking and monitoring (stages of) the tasks' realization and analyzing gathered results as well.
If all of this could be done in as easy as only possible way (i.e., in a graphical drag&drop way), for a huge number of analysts (for instance marketing, financial, or criminal) who perform very tough, specialized, and varying crawling, searching, or analyzing tasks -such a toolkit would be a great improvement in their daily work. Currently, instead of focusing on doing their jobs, they have to deal often with a whole set of different crawling and searching systems and tools (one per group of particular kind of tasks) with all the negative consequences of such a situation (licensing, compatibility, maintenance, know-how, migration, etc.).
One has to remember that enormous size and unimaginable structural complexity of the WWW network [4, 1, 7] are reasons why, from a technical and architectural point of view, developing effective Internet robots -and the more so -developing a framework for supporting graphical robots composition -becomes a really challenging task. To ensure appropriate and suitable effectiveness, such solutions have to be developed according to really effective architecture [5, 15] calling here Apoidea [16] , UbiCrawler [3] or topic-driven crawlers [11] , just to mention a few interesting solutions.
Due to the same reason, the crucial aspect when a crawling system is designed, is applying the appropriate concurrency model. There are two classical concurrency models (thread-based and event-driven ones), but both have important shortcomings; and the question is if there are reasonable alternatives being able to significantly improve crawling effectiveness and addressing simultaneously (pre)assumed flexibility and ability for composing crawlers from provided building blocks. In this context, staged event driven architecture (SEDA) [18] seems to be a very interesting and promising specification.
The goal of this paper is to present the idea, the architecture, and the proofof-concept implementation of the Cassiopeia framework; i.e., easy to use, all-in-one studio for (re)defining, (re)composing, and then executing and running Internet robots and crawlers and simultaneously advanced, effective and efficient, distributed, agentbased crawling environment with advanced concurrency model applied.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the most important top-level functional and nonfunctional assumptions are defined; in section 3, top-level architecture and its particular elements are briefly discussed; in section 4, a typical concurrency model is discussed; in section 5, staged event-driven architecture is presented; in section 6, some details of SEDA implementation for Cassiopeia purposes are presented; in section 7, preliminary results of simple experiment(s) made on Cassiopeia PoC implementation with the use of experimental Cassiopeia Web Crawler (CWC) along with preliminary results of SEDA implementation assessment are presented; and finally, in section 8, short conclusions and future work are discussed.
Top level assumptions
The goal of the Cassiopeia project is to design and develop an open and flexible framework for composing, defining, instantiating, launching, running, monitoring, and managing distributed crawlers -or widely -Internet robots, as well as for storing and analyzing gathered results. Below, the most important, top level functional and nonfunctional assumptions are listed and briefly commented on:
• Cassiopeia is a framework which enables (graphical) (re)composition of Internet robots from available building blocks; i.e., small(er) functionalities available on this platform. • It enables a redefinition of composed crawlers, also in the runtime, without their recompilation or even restarting. • Cassiopeia is not limited only to (pre)defined building blocks, it enables the addition of new building blocks not available on the platform so far. • Since crawling tasks can be really demanding and long-lasting, an efficient and effective concurrency model is implemented and applied. What is important, it is self-manageable and transparent since the end user wants to focus on logical task's definition and analyzing its results-not on its implementation and execution details. • Again, taking complexity of (some) crawling tasks into account:
framework is easy-to-scale and distributed architecture is (pre)assumed. If needed, it is easy to add new logical and physical computational units and redistribute running tasks among them. What is important, it doesn't affect the effectiveness and efficiency of the framework itself;
the architecture doesn't assume any constraints regarding geographical deployment of computational units. Task execution units are independent and effective models, and channels of communication among them are applied.
• It is fault tolerant so: single points of failure are reduced (if not eliminated at all); if some of execution units fail, realization of their tasks is taken over by the rest of computational units. It is done automatically, without restarting task execution;
• Running (parts of) the framework and task execution is possible on many different popular hardware and software configurations.
Cassiopeia platform architecture at a glance
Taking the above (and of course many others aspects and requirements) into consideration, the following architecture of the Cassiopeia platform has been proposed (see Fig. 1 ). The most important computational and processing units are Cassiopeia agents 1 . Their architecture and efficiency decide mainly about general Cassiopeia efficiency.
All agents' components are implemented as beans created and managed within the Spring Framework container. During their implementation, such mechanisms as IoC container as well as spring support for JMX, JMS, and batch jobs have been used.
Particular elements of Cassiopeia agent's architecture are presented in Figure 2 . Its two most important architectural components are: events' distribution service and SEDA runtime environment, being the SEDA implementation developed for Cassiopeia purposes. SEDA specification, as well as its proprietary Cassiopeia implementation, are discussed in next sections. But first, in section 4, typical concurrency models and their advantages and shortcomings are discussed to explain why SEDA is such a promising and interesting architecture in the context of the Cassiopeia framework. 
Concurrency models
In the context of any concurrent systems (and crawling systems in particular), the crucial element is the model of concurrency applied. Choosing the appropriate strategy of managing threads and processes, as well as tasks scheduling, can significantly improve crawling efficiency and effectiveness. On the other hand, one has to deal with threats connected with inappropriate application or implementation of the chosen model. Below, two of the most important concurrency models; i.e., concurrency based on the pool of threads and event-driven concurrency, are summarized.
Concurrency based on the pool of threads and processes
The most popular model of concurrency (especially in the case of processing requests by servers) is "one request-one thread/process" model. Such a model is supported by both modern operating systems and programming languages and environments as well. In such a model, the operating system cares about switching processor(s) among threads/processes evenly. What is very convenient from developer's/architect's point of view, however, is the fact that the efficiency of such a system can be significantly reduced when the number of threads/processes increases.
To avoid such a situation, some systems limit the number of threads/processes that can be simultaneously created and processed; and if the top limit is reached, new requests are simply not accepted. Such an approach allows us to avoid the problem with efficiency, however increases latency what is also of course not desirable. It is a pretty popular approach and is implemented, for instance, by the Apache web server or Tomcat application server, but is not appropriate for systems with massive concurrency, such as crawling systems.
Event-driven concurrency
Limitations and problems with using an uncontrolled pool of threads cause that developers and architects give up such an approach and use event-driven concurrency [12] . In such a model, there is a relatively-small number of threads (usually one per CPU) working in infinite loops and processing different events provided by input queues. Such an approach implements task processing as a finite state machine where transitions between following stages are triggered by events. In contrast to the previous approach, the application itself is able to control how a given task/request is being processed.
Applying such a model of concurrency allows for avoiding problems discussed earlier with reducing system efficiency when the number of threads increases. In this case, when the number of requests increases, application throughput increases either -until the top limit is reached. In such a case, each following request is scheduled in the input queue and is processed as only required resources become available again. In such a model, application throughput stays constant even in workload peaks and latency grows linearly-not exponentially as in the previous case.
One of the issues related to the event-driven concurrency model is that the application itself has to care about events' scheduling and queuing. It has to make a decision, for instance, when to start processing incoming events and how they should be scheduled and ordered. What is more, it has to be done keeping the service level balanced and minimizing the latency. That is why scheduling, dispatching, and prioritizing algorithms are crucial for system efficiency and usually are implemented and adjusted individually for given application and its use cases what results, among the others, in problems with extending the application with new functionalities. In such a case, dispatching algorithm and concurrency management mechanisms also have to be likely replaced. Flash Web Server, with its AMPED (Asymmetric Multi-Process Event Driven) architecture, is an example of a server based on such a model of concurrency [13] .
None of the typical, above-mentioned concurrency management models are ideal approaches. That is why research on alternative models is still conducted to propose efficient and convenient architecture for concurrent and distributed applications. One promising model is staged event driven architecture-SEDA [18] , to some extent mixing both approaches discussed above and providing some additional interesting (and important from crawling and crawlers composition platform's point of view) benefits such as splitting an application into separate stages connected by events queues.
Staged Event Driven Architecture
Staged Event Driven Architecture-SEDA was proposed at the University of California in 2000 by: Matt Welsh, Steven D. Gribble, Eric A. Brewer and David Culler [18] . SEDA mixes both discussed in the previous section approaches; i.e., concurrency based on the pool of threads and the event-driven concurrency. It provides task scheduling mechanisms and makes it possible to manage task execution parameters in runtime. It also makes it possible to reconfigure the application itself depending on its workload.
SEDA consists of a network of nodes called stages. With each stage, there is an associated input events' queue. Each stage is the independent module which is managed individually depending on input queue parameters. The possibility of monitoring by each node's/stage's input queue makes it possible to filter and prioritize events, and to resize and manage the pool of threads used by itself appropriately to the actual situation, the number of events to be processed, and the general workload.
Thanks to this, the SEDA-based application becomes really flexible since it is workload-resistant on the one hand and doesn't consume resources if it is not necessary on the other [18] . There are, of course, some limitations regarding the efficiency of SEDA-based applications [14] , and even the author of this specification has someboth positive and negative-remarks and thoughts about this architecture [17] . But what is important and useful when the platform for software composition is being designed, introducing stages and connections among them makes it really easy and natural to decompose the application into separate, easy-to-replace modules.
SEDA stage
According to the SEDA specification, stage is a fundamental processing unit in this architecture. It's a one single application component consisting of: events' processing unit, events' input queue, and the pool of threads. Each stage is also equipped with a controller responsible for scheduling and thread allocation (see Fig. 3 ). Threads, in the pool of stage, handle events coming from the input queue, process them in the events' processing unit, and produce zero or more events on the input queue of the next stages. Application based on SEDA is defined by the set of connected stages creating directed graph, where stages are connected by events' queues.
Stage controllers
One of the main assumptions of the SEDA approach is to exempt developers from the problem of resource-assigning management. To manage each stage separately, SEDA introduces so-called controllers (see Fig. 3 ). They are responsible for automatic adjustment of allocated resources depending on the actual efficiency and demand for resources. Controllers constantly monitor the runtime environment and adjust their parameters to achieve assumed goals-i.e., the maximum stage's throughput usually. Authors of SEDA specification proposed two solutions regarding resource management by controllers.
The first one is applying a thread pool controller responsible for adjusting the number of threads working in a given stage depending on the size of the input queue. Its goal is to adjust the number of allocated resources according to the assumed efficiency and the service level, avoiding simultaneously the situation when too many resources are allocated (and wasted, in fact). In such an approach, controller periodically checks the size of the input queue and, if only its size exceeds the given threshold, it allocates an additional thread to the pool, releasing (some) threads if only idle time appears.
The second solution proposed by the SEDA authors is the so-called group of controllers responsible for adjusting the number of events processed simultaneously. It is true that processing more events improves the throughput; but on the other hand, too many events processed simultaneously can increase latency. Group controller monitors the frequency of appearing events on its output and reduces the number of processed events until its throughput decreases. In such a case, it increases the number of simultaneously-processed events.
Besides the above-mentioned default controllers predefined by SEDA authorsmore sophisticated solutions, such as taking into account events' priority, can be applied of course. Just to mention some examples of successful application of the SEDA approach are such solutions as Sandstorm (service framework), Haboob (httpserverbasedonSandstorm), or Gnutella (p-2-p file exchanger) can be mentioned.
To recapitulate, enormous Internet size and complexity [1, 4, 7] requires efficient architectural solutions, especially when web crawlers are designed and implemented -it is enough to mention such interesting solutions as Apoidea [16] , UbiCrawler [3] , or topic-driven crawlers [11] . Traditional concurrency (i.e., concurrency based on the pool of threads/processes) is often not a proper solution. On the other hand, eventdriven concurrency seems to be a more-effective approach but has the opinion to be more complicated and complex, especially for developers and architects since many aspects controlled by operating system in traditional model have to be handled by the application itself in this case. SEDA tries to link both of these approaches as a really promising alternative and not forcing developers to deal with difficult low-level concurrency management issues, allowing additionally for natural application decomposition. That is why this very approach has been chosen and applied as a concurrency management model and architecture in the Cassiopeia framework. In the next section, selected details of SEDA implementation for Cassiopeia purposes as well as its incorporation and adjustment to Cassiopeia architecture are discussed.
SEDA implementation for Cassiopeia purposes
Although there are some open-source and enterprise SEDA implementations 2,3,4 since for Cassiopeia platform purposes it has to meet some additional needs and requirements, our own implementation of SEDA specification has been developed [10] . Figure 2 SEDA runtime environment is an implementation of SE-DA architecture working within one-single JVM. Its top level elements are presented in Figure 4 . As one may see, besides crucial SEDA elements such as stages and queues, also some additional-coming from Cassiopeia specification and needs-components such as: monitoring, notification and events distribution mechanisms have been implemented. 
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SEDA Runtime Environment implementation
SEDA runtime environment is responsible for configuration, allocation of all required resources, launching and running application, monitoring all application runtime parameters, releasing unnecessary resources, and stopping the application.
Implementation of the SEDA runtime environment is provided by SEDA class. Its two most important methods are start() and stop(). The Start() method is responsible for launching task provided as its argument. Initially, the start() method checks if all conditions required for starting a task are fulfilled; i.e., if the provided task is a proper one, and if SEDA environment itself is in a STOPPED state. If so, the provided task is being configured and launched; after launching all stages-SEDA environment changes its state to RUNNING one.
Stop() method is responsible for stopping all task's stages and switching the SEDA environment back to TERMINATING and STOPPED states.
The task configuration layer is realized by TaskDescriptor class, which is responsible for providing task configuration read from the XML file. The main method in this class is the configure() method, which is responsible for creating task stages along with their controllers, connections among them, and after that, returning the instance of the ConfiguredTask class being configured and ready for launching task.
Stage implementation
The stage is a separate module of the application, fulfilling the SEDA stage's specification. Each stage developed for Cassiopeia purposes consists of a plugin, a managing module, an input queue, a controller, and a thread pool, as shown in Figure 5 . Plugin represents the event's handler presented in Figure 3 , and it defines business logic realized by the particular stage. Because it is designed as a stage's element, it naturally meets the SEDA specification. And because it is defined as a plugin managed by the plugin manager known from Figure 2 , it can be easily replaced -what supports perfectly the general assumption that Cassiopeia should not be yet another crawler, but rather a pluginable framework for crawlers' composition.
The thread pool is responsible for executing business logic defined in the plugin, and the controller monitors the size of the input queue and resizes the pool of threads, if necessary.
Plugins are provided as implementation of one of two abstract classes; i.e., Da-taProviderPlugin or ProcessorPlugin class. DataProviderPlugin class implements one single method; i.e., provideData(). This method is executed by the SEDA runtime environment exactly once and is primarily responsible for providing the configuration and application starting parameters, such as the initial URL of web crawler. All classes inherited from ProcessorPlugin abstract class have to provide implementation of process() method, which is responsible for realization of plugin's business logic consisting in processing events appearing on stage's input queue. This method is realized cyclically in the thread pool. The input queue is an event (input data) source for the stage as well as the means of communication between stages. Its implementation extends LinkedBlockingQueue class from java.util.concurrent package and adds putEvent() method, which is responsible for adding events to the input queues and handling exceptions. The threads' pool is provided by StagePool class. It decorates ThreadPoolExecutor class, from java.util.concurrent package. The StagePool class is responsible, among others, for providing default threads' pool configuration and for its resizing, if necessary. The controller's implementation is divided into the two main parts. The first one is a controller class run as a separate thread and periodically launching mechanisms responsible for thread pool management. The second one is implementation of the PoolSizeStrategy interface, defining a set of methods responsible for thread pool management.
For Cassiopeia platform purposes, a single strategy of thread pool management has been implemented; i.e., when the size of the input queue exceeds a predefined threshold, additional threads are allocated until the top limit provided as a configuration parameter is reached. If only the size of the input queue falls below the given value, the size of the threads' pool is also decreased. As one may notice, if only a different thread pool management strategy is necessary, it is enough to provide different implementation of PoolSizeStrategy interface.
The elements discussed above come directly from the SEDA specification; but for Cassiopeia purposes, some additional elements have been implemented in the SEDA runtime environment. First of all, in the presented SEDA implementation, communication among stages is realized with the use of the events' router being the part of the SEDA runtime environment. Thanks to providing the appropriate addressing strategy and a lower-level communication layer, it is possible to realize communication among the stages working on separate JVMs, which is schematically presented in Figure 6 .
In the presented SEDA implementation, there is also a dedicated component responsible for calculating and collecting statistics describing on-line the parameters of the SEDA runtime environment. Actually, such information as stage activity and workload, the size and the workload of input queues, and the size of the threads' pool is collected. Thanks to this, any efficiency problems as well as deadlocks and bottlenecks can be identified and notified. The presented implementation has been equipped also with an event-notification mechanism. The appropriate module is available both for the maintenance and for the development team to inform about the system resource allocation. Actually, notifications are realized as email messages, and such information as sender address, smtp connection parameters, and recipients address list are provided as configuration parameters.
Preliminary experimental verification
Taking the top-level requirements and the main architectural assumptions and decisions into account, it seems that preliminary experimental verification of Cassiopeia PoC implementation should assess its two crucial aspects; i.e., SEDA implementation and concurrency model applied as well as ability for composing crawler(s) from provided (experimental) building blocks.
Preliminary performance tests of SEDA implementation for Cassiopeia purposes
After implementation of SEDA for Cassiopeia framework purposes, preliminary tests regarding, among others, assessing application throughput depending on increasing workload, have been performed. To perform such tests, two plug-ins have been implemented; i.e., EventGeneratorPlugin and MockPlugin. EventGeneratorPlugin being a DataProviderPlugin implementation has been responsible for generating the given number of events per second (EPS) on input queue of the next stage, whereas MockPlugin's (implementation of ProcessorPlugin) responsibility has been reduced to handling events from its input queue, waiting for a while (configurable parameter) and then forwarding this event on to the input queue of the next stage (if only such exists). During the experiment, EventGeneratorPlugin generated from 1 to 40 EPSs. The wait time for MockPlugin was set to 300ms, and the maximum number of threads in its pool was set to 10.
As presented in Figure 7a , along with the increasing number of events, the application throughput also increases until the maximum value is reached. For initial 1, 5, 10, 20 EPSs, the average application throughput is almost equal to the generated workload. When 40 EPSs workload has been generated, all possible resources (10 threads per stage) have been used, and the maximum possible throughput (c.a. 30 EPSs in considered configuration) has been reached. Because more events than the maximum throughput were generated, they were queued in the stage's input queue. Consequently, even when the workload has been decreased, the maximum application throughput has been kept for a while (i.e. until the queued events have been processed and the size of the input queue was decreased). This confirms that presented SEDA implementation proved its flexibility and selfmanagement ability regarding adjustment of its configuration to the actual workload.
For comparison, in Figure 7b , there is the number of threads allocated by the application during the same test presented. For 1-5 EPSs, one thread in the stage pool was enough to process all incoming events. When the number of EPSs increased, the number of threads started to oscillate between 1 and 9-10. It is not a desirable effect, and results from the fact that ThreadPoolExecutor class possesses its own thread management mechanism and its own task queue, and observed behavior suggests that probably actual used thread pool management based on classes from java.util.concurrent should be replaced with its own implementation.
When the number of EPSs reached 40, the thread pool was used entirely; and such a state has been kept until all events queued in input queue have been processed. After that, the number of threads in the pool was reduced to its minimum value.
On the basis of the performed tests, it can be said that extending the original SEDA specification and adjusting it to Cassiopeia's needs and requirements doesn't affect its efficiency, providing simultaneously a natural support for crawlers composition and distribution. It seems, thus, that the proposed SEDA implementation can be successfully applied for distributed, high concurrent, and composable framework such as Cassiopeia. So the next step is composing and running simple crawling tasks to prove that it works properly all together, and that the defined requirements have been fulfilled. Obtained results are presented in next subsection.
Preliminary functional verification-Cassiopeia Web Crawler
To assess the correctness and the usability of a designed Cassiopeia framework as a toolkit for composing and running web crawlers, a simple Cassiopeia Web Crawler (CWC) has been defined, composed, and run. According to taken assumptions, it was designed as a Cassiopeia task. It realizes breadth first algorithm and visits pages belonging to defined (sub)domain only.
Cassiopeia Web Crawler definition
CWC structure i.e. its set of plug-ins and the structure of connections among them is presented in Figure 8 . Seed is a plug-in of DataProvider type, so SEDA Runtime Environment launches it only once at the beginning of task execution, and it has no inputs. As a configuration parameter, it takes an initial URL address. As an output, it returns URL address(es) that should be processed.
URL Normalizer takes the URL address appearing on its input and returns its normalized version on its output. Consequently, such URL's identifiers as http://example.com http://example.com/ and http://example.com:80 are recognized as one single URL address. During crawling task execution, it is (more than) possible that the same URL identifier will be found many times and, consequently, would be many times analyzed, downloaded, etc. To avoid such a situation, the CWC definition consists-among others-of Seen URL Filter plug-in which is responsible for analyzing found URLs and eliminating previously seen ones.
Domain URL Filter is responsible for rejecting extracted URLs if they don't belong to the allowed domain(s). Each URL belonging to allowed domain(s) (defined as a configuration parameters of this plug-in) is simply passed on to its output.
Downloader plug-it is responsible for downloading web resources which URLs appears on its input. When the resource is being downloaded, the plug-in monitors its size and downloading time as well. If they exceed limits defined in the plug-in configuration, the downloading process is terminated.
Content Filter's responsibility is making a decision about passing a given web resource on for further processing. However, this time decision is being made on the basis of the web resource content analysis. In the PoC implementation, it is made just on the basis of MIME resource header, and for further processing, there are passed on only documents of HTML, XHTML and XML type.
Store plug-in is responsible for defining a database structure and for storing crawling results as well. In the described implementation, such data as textual content of downloaded web resource, its size, MIME type, and saving timestamp is stored. To store additional (type of) information about downloaded web resource, or to store it in a different way (for instance, in file), it is enough to prepare an alternative implementation of Store plug-in and to put it into the task graph.
Link Extractor analyzes all resources appearing on its input (according to Content Filter plug-in specification there should appear only HTML, XHTML or XML documents), extracts all URLs from them, wraps them into events, and sends to its output.
Experiment details and obtained results
Using Cassiopeia framework and Cassiopeia Web Crawler described above, two experimental crawling tasks have been created, as shown in Table 1 . Both experiments have been repeated 5 times, and in Figure 9 , Figure 10 and Table 2 , average values from the obtained results are presented.
As one may see in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , events produced during performing experimental tasks by all plug-ins defining CWC have been evenly distributed among all agents working on those tasks. The majority of events were generated by URL Normalizer and URL Extractor. Applying Seen, Domain, and Content Filter plug-ins significantly limited the number of events sent to the Downloader plug-in.
Additionally, in Table 2 , the exact number of events generated by particular plug-ins during experiment 2, as well as the average number of threads in the stage (plug-in) pool, are presented just to show that the mechanisms responsible for threadpool self-management work properly.
Just for comparison, experiment 2 has been repeated; but this time, limitation for the number of http requests per minute has been removed. The parameters of this experiment are presented in Table 3 .
As before, experiment 3 was repeated 5 times, and the average from obtained results are presented in Table 4 . As one may see, CWC uses the maximum number of threads for the Downloader stage. Since download speed is not very high, Downloader Figure 9 . The number of events generated by plug-ins and agents during experiment 1 [19] . Figure 10 . The number of events generated by plug-ins and agents during experiment 2 [10] .
Table 2
The number of generated events and the average number of threads in stage pool in experiment 2.
Plug-in
The No. of generated events generates a pretty low number of events for the next stage (Content Filter). So, the downloading process is a classic bottleneck, and Cassiopeia tries to improve its efficiency by assigning the maximum number of available resources, which proves once again that the resources' self-management mechanisms work properly. It also shows one of the important advantages of the Cassiopeia framework over other crawlers; i.e., the ability for performance optimization on the level of every single task and task's stage (for instance, resource downloading). During the preliminary assessment of CWC and the Cassiopeia framework itself, also some simple comparative experiments have been performed. Results of one of them are presented in Figure 11 .
During this experiment, three crawlers (i.e. CWC) described previously, as well as simple single-threaded 5 and multi-threaded Crawler4J 6 crawlers worked for ten minutes on pages in www.agh.edu.pl domain with the same strategy and in the same hardware and software environment. The maximum number of threads in the stage pool of CWC has been set to 5 as previously, the number of threads in Crawler4J has been managed according to its specification by JVM itself. Table 4 The number of generated events and the average number of threads in experiment 3.
The number of generated events
The average number of threads in stage pool As before, the experiment was repeated five times, and the average number of downloaded resources, as well as the average size of downloaded data, are presented in Figure 11 .
As one may see, the obtained results are pretty promising since in the given time, CWC was able to process the highest number of web resources (more than 3000) and download the most amount of data (more than 135 MBs) 7 .
It is interesting that multi-threaded Crawler4J turned out to be worse than the simple single threaded crawler, which results probably from non-optimal thread management. The performed experiments (especially the comparative ones) were absolutely too simple to draw any far-reaching conclusions, and a lot of real-life experiments and comparisons still have to be performed. It can be said, however, on the basis of results presented in this section that:
• first of all, it is possible to design and implement a distributed, efficient, yet easy-to-use pluginable platform for (re)composing crawlers according to actual needs; • it is possible to adjust and apply to such a platform an interesting and promising, efficient and yet self-manageable, concurrency model based on SEDA; • the obtained results justify and encourage us to research and work on the Cassiopeia framework further.
Conclusions and the future work
There are many crawlers and crawling systems available on the market. Unfortunately, the majority of them are closed solutions dedicated to performing specific (kind of) tasks. At the same time, a meaningful number of analysts (such as marketing, criminal, or governmental ones) have to perform tough, vane, and very specialized crawling, searching, and analyzing tasks, and they don't need more and more dedicated crawlers, but rather an easy-to-use, all-in-one studio for composing crawlers according to actual needs, and then running, monitoring and analyzing gathered results from one single 7 The absolute number and the absolute amount of downloaded data are not impressive since the experiments were performed on typical PCs with reduced Internet connection throughput to not be banned but more important here are relative values since all compared crawlers worked in the same environments and conditions. place. They need such a solution, since they have to focus on doing their jobs, not dealing with tools, systems, programs, etc.
To address (among others) the above requirements, the Cassiopeia project has been started. In this paper, the idea, assumptions, top level requirements, architectural design, and finally PoC implementation are presented.
During the experiments presented in the previous section, it was confirmed that, first of all, it is possible to design and implement a framework for composing crawlers in a graphical way in accordance to specific and dynamic requirements, and then to run such crawlers in fully distributed way.
It was also confirmed that all Cassiopeia elements work properly. In particular, it was confirmed that all mechanisms responsible for tasks and events distribution work properly and effectively, since pretty even distribution was observed.
It was also confirmed that, thanks to using the SEDA architecture, it is possible to obtain really effective concurrency realization and resources' (self)management, which significantly boosts the effectiveness of the whole solution.
In the future, further experiments are going to be performed to prove that more specific and more complicated crawling tasks can be defined and run on the Cassiopeia platform which needs, among others, implementing and providing more sophisticated plug-ins.
So the next steps will be preparing an RC version of this platform, including implementation of advanced plug-ins for executing real-life crawling tasks.
